Abstract: Geographic routing is one of the most effective routing methods for ad-hoc wireless networks, and each node selects the forwarding node to the destination node by using position information of its neighbor nodes. However, it has a problem that forwarded packets may encounter the void area where no closer node to the destination is. In this paper, we propose a geographic routing method with landmarks between source and destination node, called GLGR (Grid Landmark-based Geographic Routing). To handle node mobility, our proposed method employs grid-based landmarks, not node-based landmarks used in the traditional methods. A grid is a divided region of communication area and its position is static. Therefore, landmarks can keep the appropriate position to forward data packets to the destination, especially in the case that the void is static. Also, to adaptively change the cache interval of landmark information, the node guesses whether the encountered void is static or dynamic by using the node habitability of grids. Network simulation results about packet arrival rate and end-to-end delay showed 30% better performance of our proposed method than the traditional methods in the best case, with suppressing control overhead.
Introduction
An ad-hoc wireless network is one of the most promising techniques, which can be constructed by only terminals with wireless communication function. It doesn't need any infrastructure such as wired transmission media and wireless access points. Therefore, Ad-hoc wireless networks are helpful for various situations such as temporal events and disaster situations. An ad-hoc wireless network may be constructed by mobile nodes, and its network topology may be frequently changed. Therefore, developing routing methods for ad-hoc wireless networks is one of the most important issues for practical use.
Routing methods for ad-hoc wireless networks are classified into two categories. One is that the source node finds a path to the destination before sending data packets. Another is that each node forwards data packets to the forwarding node which is selected based on some criteria, without finding a path to the destination. In a high mobility environment, the latter approach can be more effective, because the constructed path to the destination is easily broken in shorter time by mobility of intermediate nodes.
For the latter methods, position information is one of the most effective criteria to select the appropriate forwarding node, and such routing methods are called geographic routing or positionbased routing. They assume that each node can get their position information from a device such as GPS. By exchanging such information among neighbor nodes, each node has the position information of its surrounding nodes. In greedy forwarding method, the sender node selects the forwarding node which is the 1 Graduate School of Science and Technology, Gunma University, Kiryu, Gunma 376-8515, Japan a) kansuke@cs.gunma-u.ac.jp closest to the destination node [1] .
In using only greedy forwarding method, however, there is no guarantee that data packets can be delivered to the destination, because in the case that there doesn't exist enough node around the line between the source and the destination, packet forwarding by using greedy forwarding can't be kept. The area where no neighbor node is appropriate to forward data packets is called "void." In such case, the packet forwarding method should be changed to deliver data packets to the destination, with avoiding such voids. Various methods to achieve this have been proposed, and one of the methods is to set and use landmarks which are intermediate targets to deliver data packets from the source to the destination. By using this method, data packets from the source node to the destination node can be efficiently delivered with less hop count. However, such traditional methods haven't sufficiently considered node mobility, and in such case, they can't enhance the network performance.
In this paper, we propose a new concept of geographic routing method using landmarks which are intermediate targets to the destination node, to avoid some voids between the source and the destination. To adapt node mobility, our method employs gridbased landmarks, instead of node-based landmarks which the traditional methods have used. Also, our method adaptively changes the cache interval of the landmark information, to handle dynamic and static voids. By using our proposed method, data packets from the source node can be delivered to the destination node efficiently, and as a result, the communication performance such as packet delivery ratio and the packet transmission delay can be improved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain geographic routing methods and their prob-lems. Section 3 describes our proposed method of geographic routing using grid-based landmarks to avoid some voids between the source and the destination nodes. We evaluate our proposed method by network simulation and make a consideration in Section 4. The conclusion of this paper and future works are given in Section 5.
Geographic Routing
Position information is useful for routing on ad-hoc wireless networks, and it is used by some routing protocols which find a route to the destination node before sending data packets. For example, LAR [2] uses such position information to determine the flooding area of control packets such as route request packets. GOLI [3] also uses position information to efficiently forward request packets for route construction.
For routing methods without finding a route to the destination node, position information plays an important role. In greedy forwarding, each node periodically broadcasts beacon packets with its position information to neighbor nodes to inform its existence. The source node sets the position information of the destination node into data packets, and each node selects the closest node to the destination as the next forwarding node by calculating the distance between the destination and each neighbor node. In Fig. 1 , for example, we assume that node S has a packet to deliver to node D, and it has the position information of neighbor nodes X, Y and Z. Then, node S calculates the distance between node D and each neighbor node, and it selects node X as the forwarding node which has the shortest distance to node D.
To achieve more appropriate selection of the forwarding node, some approaches employ the method of predicting the current position by calculating the velocity of each node from the sequence of previously received position information [4] , [5] . Other approach uses ETX (Expected Transmission Count) values to choose an optimal path by a few transmissions to the destination node [6] .
However, there exist some cases that there is no neighbor node which is closer to the destination node than the sender node. In Fig. 1 , node S selects node X which is the closest to node D and forwards the packet to node X. However, there is no node which is closer than node X. Therefore, node X can't forward the received packet at all by using greedy forwarding.
To handle the above situation, the sender node needs to select the next forwarding node by using another criterion. GPSR [7] , BLR [8] and VR-forwarding [9] adopt the Right-Hand Rule in which the sender node selects the forwarding node in a counterclock manner when the packet reached to the void. In this forwarding mode, if a node has a neighbor node which is closer to the destination than the starting point of this forwarding mode, then it restarts greedy forwarding. Some methods employ packet partial flooding technique to find appropriate nodes to deliver data packets [10] , [11] .
As shown above, general geographic routing protocols without finding a route to the destination node use two types of packet forwarding, greedy forwarding and void-handling forwarding, and each node tries to forward packets selecting one of two forwarding modes, according to the location situation of neighbor nodes. In this paper, the former and the latter forwarding modes are called greedy mode and recovery mode, respectively. Different from the above methods which handle the void after the packet reached to it, the other approaches have been proposed, in which nodes recognize some voids in the communication area and the sender nodes forward data packets to the destination without reaching such voids. In DOG [12] method, each node broadcasts not only its position information, but also its velocity and existence information of neighbor nodes based on divided 8 directions. When a node needs to forward a packet, it selects the forwarding node among neighbor nodes based on the distance from the destination node and the existence of neighbor nodes to the direction of the destination. However, only the last onehop forwarding to the void can be avoided, therefore data packets delivery may need a longer path to the destination node. In PAGER-M [13] , the cost for the specific destination is set to each node based on the voids, and the forwarding node selection is executed by using such cost values. However, its target is wireless sensor networks and the method needs a special node whose transmission range is covered with all sensor nodes. The method also assumes that the destination node (base station in the paper) needs to be previously specified before calculating the cost.
In HDDL [14] , GRID [15] and HRR [16] methods, at first the void is recognized by passing the void detection packet among the nodes on the boundary of it. After that, the void information is broadcast to the nodes near the void. When a node has such void information and receives the packet to be forwarded, it selects the appropriate forwarding node whose direction leads the edge of the void, to avoid it. However, these methods assume that nodes are stationary, and it seems to be ineffective in mobile environments, because the network topology frequently changes in such environments and it takes much overhead to update the void information.
In contrast, GLR [17] and ITGR [18] use a concept of landmarks, which are intermediate targets between the source node and the destination node. To find landmarks, GLR introduces two control packets, FLD and BLD. The source node sends FLD packet to the destination node by geographic routing, before starting to send data packets. This FLD packet is transmitted like the other geographic routing methods. When FLD packet encounters a void, it changes the forwarding mode from greedy mode to recovery mode. After that, if this FLD packet with recovery mode reaches the node which is closer to the destination than the c 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan node at which the recovery mode started, then it changes the forwarding mode from recovery mode to greedy mode, like other geographic routing methods. Additionally, this node information is added to FLD packet as a landmark. After FLD packet reached the destination node, then BLD packet with the landmark information in FLD packet is sent to the source node as well as FLD packet. After reception of BLD packet, the source node selects better path from paths found by FLD and BLD, and the landmark information is cached. The source node adds the landmark information for the destination node into data packets and forwards it. If a node has a packet with landmark information to be forwarded, then it selects the forwarding node to the landmark node, not to the destination node.
In ITGR method, the source node immediately sends data packets even if no landmark information is cached. If a data packet reaches a void, then the forwarding mode changes to recovery mode. After that, when the packet with recovery mode reaches the node which is closer to the destination than the node which starts recovery mode, the forwarding mode changes to greedy mode like the other geographic routing, and this node sends the landmark notification packet to the source node. When the source node received the landmark notification packet, it caches the sender node of this notification packet as landmark. This landmark information is used for packet transmissions of the same destination.
However, GLR and ITGR assume that all nodes are stationary, and their performance may degrade in a mobile environment. Therefore, the landmark based geographic routing methods need to be developed considering node mobility, to apply to mobile environments.
GLGR: Grid Landmark-based Geographic Routing for Ad-hoc Wireless Networks
To adapt node mobility in the landmark-based geographic routing, we propose a new routing method called GLGR (Grid Landmark-based Geographic Routing for ad-hoc wireless networks). In this paper, we assume that each node can obtain its position information by some device like GPS. Also, the communication area can be divided into square grids with some kind of identifier, and each node can recognize the corresponding grid from the position information.
To adapt node mobility in the landmark-based geographic routing, we introduce the following concepts into GLGR method:
• To avoid the effect of changing landmark location by node mobility, we employ grid-based landmarks.
• To suppress transmission of the same landmark notification to the source node in a short interval, we introduce transmission control of landmark notification.
• To cope with dynamic voids which may be resolved eventually, we use adaptive cache interval according to the node habitability of grids. In the following subsections, we will explain these concepts in detail.
Grid-based Landmarks
As well as the traditional landmark-based geographic routing methods, the criterion of landmark is that the packet changes the forwarding mode from recovery mode to greedy mode when the node received it. Different from the traditional methods, in our method a landmark is registered as the grid where the node is, not the node itself. The advantage of using grid-based landmarks is that the grid is static and its location doesn't affect node mobility. Therefore, especially in the case of existing static voids in the communication area, it is more effective than node-based landmarks. In this paper, we use the center of grid as a reference point to select a forwarding node to forward to the grid. In our proposed method, when node n has a packet with greedy mode to the destination node D, the forwarding procedure is as follows:
( 1 ) Node n checks whether it has the landmark information for node D or not. When having it, node n adds it to the head of the landmark list of the packet. ( 2 ) When the packet has the landmark list, node n gets the head g of the landmark list and if the grid of node n is the same as g, then node n removes the head of landmark list from the packet and gets the head g of landmark list again. ( 3 ) In case of existing landmark grid g, (a) if the center of grid g is in the transmission range of node n and there exists neighbor nodes in grid g, then node n selects the forwarding node which is the closest to the next target (the next grid or destination D) among them. If there is no neighbor node in grid g, then node n changes the landmark grid to the next one.
(b) If the center of grid g is out of transmission range of node n, then node n selects the forwarding node in the direction of grid g, instead of the destination D. Namely, node n selects the forwarding node which is the closest to the center of grid g among neighbor nodes. ( 4 ) If there is no closer neighbor node than node n, then the packet changes the forwarding mode from greedy mode to recovery mode. In this paper, perimeter forwarding of GPSR is used as the forwarding of recovery mode. When node n received the packet with recovery mode from the source node S to the destination node D, the forwarding procedure is as follows: ( 1 ) If the packet has landmark list, then node n calculates the distance d 1 between node n and the center of the grid g which is the head of the landmark list. Node n also calculates the distance d 2 between the node which the recovery mode started and the center of the grid g. Otherwise, node n calculates the distance d 1 and d 2 using the destination D, instead of the center of the grid g. ( 2 ) If d 1 < d 2 , then the packet changes the forwarding mode from recovery mode to greedy mode, and node n executes the above forwarding procedure for greedy mode. Also, node n sends the landmark information to the source node S . Otherwise, node n selects the forwarding node using recovery mode (in this paper, perimeter forwarding of GPSR).
Transmission Control of Landmark Notification
As well as ITGR, in our proposed method, the landmark notification packet is sent to the source node when the forwarding c 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan mode of the packet was changed from recovery mode to greedy mode. However, in the case of continuous transmission of data packets, such packets are delivered with the same path. This may cause multiple transmissions of landmark notification to the source node in shorter period, and it may take much network overhead.
To overcome this problem, in our proposed method, each node sets the timer for the pair of source and destination nodes when it sent the landmark notification packet to the source node. If the node received a data packet with the same source and destination and the timer is not expired, then it doesn't send the landmark notification packet to the source node. By using this approach, the number of control packet transmissions will be decreased. In this paper, we defined this transmission control timer based on the cache interval of landmark information in Section 3.3. To keep the landmark cache at the source node, the landmark information should be delivered to the node before cache expiration. Therefore, the landmark information should be transmitted in less than 10 seconds. Also, it takes more time such as transmission delay and queueing time to send it from the node in the landmark grid to the source node. Moreover, this information may be lost at the intermediate node. Therefore, we used 3 seconds for this transmission control timer.
Adaptive Cache Interval according to the Node Habitability of Grids
In the traditional methods, the cache interval of landmarks to the destination nodes is not described, and the fixed cache interval was used in the simulation. However, in a mobility environment, some voids in the communication area may be static or dynamic. Fixed cache interval works well for static voids, but may not for dynamic voids. This is because that even if a dynamic void is in the communication area at the time and the detour path is needed to deliver data packets to the destination node, by node mobility, a new path on which only greedy mode is used may be appeared after that. In Fig. 2 (a) , for example, data packets from node S to node D is delivered along the path S − X − Y − Z − D at time t, where dashed lines represent wireless communication links between nodes. However, if node W moves to the position in Fig. 2 (b) at time t , then it is clear that the best path between node S and node D becomes S − X − W − D. In such case, the cache interval of the landmark information should be short. Of course, this can happen for the case of dynamic voids, therefore we need a way to recognize whether the void is static or dynamic. In this paper, we introduce a recognition method of static/ dynamic voids, by using the information of node habitability of grids. This information is obtained from the position information from neighbor nodes, namely, when a node receives position information from a neighbor node, then it checks the grid where the neighbor node exists based on the position information, and registers that the grid is habitable. Also, if a node doesn't receive the position information from the grid which is in the communication range, then the node registers that the grid is not habitable. Other grids are set as unknown. The habitability information can be stored in a long term, and each node can collect the habitability information from the location where it visited.
This habitability information is used when the packet reaches a void, namely, the packet changes the forwarding mode from greedy mode to recovery mode. If a node received a data packet with greedy mode and there is no appropriate node to forward the packet, then the node recognizes that this packet reaches a void and changes the forwarding mode from greedy mode to recovery mode. Additionally, the node guesses whether this void is dynamic or static, by using the information of node habitability of grids. This is calculated as follows: ( 1 ) Obtain the ordered set of grids which exist on the line from the sender node to the target node (the destination node or the center of grid as landmark). ( 2 ) For each element of the set of grids, check whether it is habitable or not, and count the number α of continuous grids which is not habitable. ( 3 ) Let R and L be the communication range and the edge length of grid, respectively. If α is greater than R/L, then the encountered void is static. Otherwise, it is dynamic. In Fig. 3 , for example, node X needs to forward a packet to the destination node D and there is no closer neighbor node to node D than node X, then the packet changes the forwarding mode from greedy mode to recovery mode. Moreover, node X checks whether the void is dynamic or static. It checks grids between node X and node D shown by grayed squares, and in this case we assume that node X has the habitability information shown as the number in each grid, where "1", "0" and "−1" means the grid is habitable, not habitable and unknown, respectively. These values of grids are obtained at the location where node X visited before. Also, we assume that R/L = 2. Then node X judges this void is dynamic, and it puts this information into the packet. After this packet reached the node which is closer to the destination than The source node uses the cache of landmark information during the interval which is defined according the kind of void. In this paper, we used 10 seconds and 30 seconds as the cache intervals for dynamic voids and static voids, respectively. For the cache interval for static voids, we selected the same value of the traditional methods in the simulation of this paper. The cache interval for dynamic void was selected to a smaller value than the value for static void. Our value in this paper may not be welldefined, but it can give more chance to find that the dynamic void has been resolved earlier than the value for static voids. To find the appropriate value of the cache interval for dynamic void is currently one of the future works.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate our proposed method, we made network simulation based on the network simulator ns-2 [19] and the source code of GPSR for ns-2 publicized on the Web site [20] . In this simulation, we assume that each mobile node moves with maximum 20 m/s velocity in 2,000 m × 2,000 m square area. Simulation parameters are shown as Table 1 . Grid size was defined as a node in one grid can obtain the habitability information of its adjacent grids. Namely, the longest distance between nodes in the adjacent grids is double of diagonal of a grid as shown in Fig. 4 , and the grid size can be calculated from that this distance is the same as transmission range. We used the value (1.5 sec) as beacon transmission interval for location information, which was mainly used in the GPSR paper [7] . The simulation results are the averages of the values for 100 mobility patterns of mobile nodes. We compared our proposed method (GLGR) with the traditional methods (GLR and ITGR). For cache interval of GLR and ITGR, the results in dynamic void situation using the value written in their paper (50 sec-100 sec) was much poor. Therefore, we adjusted the value to 30 sec as the traditional methods have better results. Fig. 4 Grid size.
The Case with Static Voids
At first, we show the simulation results in the case that there is a static void at the center of the communication area like Fig. 5 . In this simulation, we focus on the flow between static nodes n 1 and n 2 in Fig. 5 , which is the most affected by the void. All results in this section are the average of obtained values of this flow. Also, other nodes move in the area except for the void, based on random way point model. Figures 6 and 7 show the graphs of average packet arrival rate using GLR, ITGR and our proposed method, in the case of 100 and 200 mobile nodes, respectively. The horizontal axis means the number of data flows. From these graphs, our proposed method (GLGR) had better performance than GLR and ITGR. The main reason of these results seems that the traditional methods use node-based landmarks to avoid some voids and the nodes assigned as landmarks couldn't play the role of landmark by their mobility. In contrast, our proposed method assigns the landmark to the grid, and even if the node which sent the landmark notification goes farther from the location from the grid, the landmark is stationary and the grid landmark can keep playing a role of intermediate target to the destination node, especially in the case of static void. Compared to the result of 100 nodes, our proposed method for 200 nodes had much better performance to the traditional methods. This reason seems that the more number of nodes can make more efficient path to the target (landmark or destination node), and our proposed method could effectively show its ability to avoid some voids. Figures 8 and 9 show the graphs of average packet delay of end-to-end transmission using GLR, ITGR and our proposed method (GLGR). We can easily understand that the our proposed method (GLGR) had better performance than the GLR and ITGR. The reason is that in the traditional methods, the landmark nodes may move to far away from the location where it was assigned as landmark, and they may fail to receive data packets directed to them or more hops may be needed to deliver to the destination. In such case, it takes more time to deliver data packets to the destination node. Our proposed method uses grid-based landmarks which are stationary, and especially in the case with the static Fig. 10 Comparison of average number of control packets (100 nodes). void, our method can continue to use an appropriate intermediate target to the destination node, and the source node can efficiently deliver data packets to the destination node. Therefore, the endto-end transmission delay could be decreased by using our proposed method. Figures 10 and 11 show the graphs of average number of control packets using GLR, ITGR and and our proposed method (GLGR). From these graphs, we can see that ITGR sent the most number of control packets among the methods. This is because that in this simulation, continuous packet transmission executed from the source nodes, and data packets tend to be passed through the same path since the void is static. Therefore, much number of landmark notification packets was sent to the source node. In contrast, GLR periodically finds the landmark node between the source node and the destination node, and could reduce the control overhead.
Our proposed method (GLGR) is similar to ITGR at the point that the landmark notification is sent to the source node when the forwarding packet changes the mode from recovery mode to greedy mode. However, our proposed method has the function to suppress to send the landmark notification packet, so our proposed method could reduce the control overhead.
The Case with Dynamic Voids
Next, we show the simulation results in the case that there is no static void and some dynamic voids may cause in the commuc 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan nication area. In this paper, we didn't have any specific configuration such as the probability of node existence to make voids intentionally, and dynamic voids may naturally cause by location of nodes and their mobility. The reason is that we considered that some kind of specific configuration makes the similar situation as putting the static voids on the area. In this simulation, All nodes move based on random way point model. All results in this section are the average of obtained values of all flows. Figures 12 and 13 show the graphs of average packet arrival rate using GLR, ITGR and our proposed method (GLGR). As well as the result of the case with static void, we can see that our proposed method (GLGR) had better performance than the other methods, but the difference was smaller than the result of the case with static void. One of the reason seems that the average rate is calculated from the values of all flows and some flows had little influence of the voids. This means that such flows with better communication performance may increase the average of packet arrival rate. Especially, in the case of 200 nodes, the path with only greedy mode from the source node to the destination node can exist with high possibility. Therefore, the results of all methods had little difference. Figures 14 and 15 show the graphs of average packet delay using GLR, ITGR and our proposed method (GLGR). Different from the result of the case with static void, GLR had worse performance than ITGR. This is because that GLR tries to find the landmarks between source node and destination node before starting to send data packets, and that makes more delay of first transmission. In the case of the environment with little influence by the void, such delay of first transmission cause more effect to the total transmission delay. Our proposed method had better performance than the traditional methods in the case with dynamic voids. Figures 16 and 17 show the graphs of average number of control packets using GLR, ITGR and our proposed method (GLGR). From these graphs, as well as the results in the case with static void, our proposed method (GLGR) had the best performance. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the new method to handle the void in the communication area for geographic routing of ad-hoc wireless networks. To adapt node mobility, our method employs gridbased landmarks as the intermediate targets selected as to avoid some voids, instead of node-based landmarks. Also, our method controls the cache interval of landmark information according to the guess whether the void is static or dynamic. The simulation results showed better performance of our proposed method than the traditional methods.
We have some future works. In the current proposed method, the landmark information is kept at just only the source node. If such information can be appropriately shared with other nodes, then it is expected that the network performance can be improved. Also, the grid size seems to affect the performance of our proposed method and the effect should be investigated. If the grid size is smaller, then each node can easily leave the current grid, and the landmark grid will be frequently changed and the notification cost will increase. If the grid size is larger, then each node can stay the same grid for a long time, but the collected habitability information may be not precise.
